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Research
My main research interests are in the fields of complex, quaternionic and Clifford anal-
ysis in one and several variables.
Several Complex VariablesIn the early stages of my career I studied several classical questions of the theoryof several complex variables. I studied generalized Levi problems on Stein manifoldsand Stein spaces [Master Thesis], questions of extendibility of analytic objects and CR
objects [38], the Cauchy-Riemann problem on piecewise smooth domains in complexmanifolds [36, 37, 39]. These works were partly developed during a research period atthe Max Planck Institute in Bonn. I also explored algebraic applications of integralrepresentations. In particular, multidimensional logarithmic residues associated to azero-dimensional polynomial ideal [35]. The papers [33,34] considered again questionsof extendibility of analytic objects. In particular, the characterization of the traces of
pluriharmonic functions on the boundary of a bounded domain in Cn. In [34] the Neu-
mann problem for pluriharmonic functions and the Cauchy–Riemann problem for (0, 1)-forms with assigned real part on the boundary were studied. In [32] a characterization ofthe boundary L2-orthogonal space to the subspace of traces of pluriharmonic functionswas given by means of a tangential differential condition. In the 2-complex-dimensional
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case, an interesting link between these spaces and the class of Fueter-regular functions
of a quaternionic variable was found. This relation gave a hint to explore further newfunction theories, as described in the next section.
Hypercomplex Analysis and GeometryThe papers [29–31] began a research program on Fueter-regular functions of a quater-
nionic variable. The relations with the theory of holomorphic functions of two complexvariables have been analysed in more detail. The theory of quaternionic regular func-tions and its generalization to the theory of solutions of Dirac or Cauchy-Riemann
operators with values in a Clifford algebra, is an active research field (named Clifford
analysis in the literature), with interesting links with real and complex analysis andmanifold applications.The isomorphism of the skew field of quaternions with C2 allows to obtain newboundary holomorphy conditions in two complex variables. In [29, 30], the regularitycondition has been linked with the ∂̄-Neumann problem in C2. Differential conditionswhich characterize regular homogeneous polynomials have been found and algorithmsfor the construction of bases of regular spherical harmonics have been implementedin Mathematica. In [52], the relation between regular functions and the hyperkähler
structure of H has been studied, proving that every holomorphic map w.r.t. a complexstructure Jp compatible with the hyperkähler structure, induces a quaternionic regularfunction. It was found a criterion, based on the energy minimizing property of holo-morphic maps, that permits to distinguish holomorphic maps in the class of regularfunctions.In [26] it has been proved that the biregular functions (with regular inverse) arealways (pseudo) biholomorphic on a dense subset of the domain w.r.t. a (not necessarilyconstant) almost complex structure. In the papers [28,47], the results obtained in [32–34]and new conditions on the traces L2 of regular functions, have been applied to analysethe problem of the traces of pluriholomorphic functions of two complex variables.In [25,48], the techniques introduced in [28] and [47] allowed to define a quaternionic
Hilbert operator, that generalizes the classical Hilbert transform of complex analysis.Here an essential role is played by the CRp-structure of the boundary defined w.r.t. thecomplex structure Jp. A directional Hilbert operator Hp is defined, dependent on thedirection p, linked to the Szegö projector Sp. In [27] the behaviour of regular functionsw.r.t. conformal transformations of R4 has been studied. In the papers [24, 53] someapplications of the theory of regular functions to the Lagrange interpolation have beenproposed. See also [17] for a different approach.
Slice analysis of one or several variables In real dimensions higher than two severalfunction theories introduced during the last century have met with success in matchingmany analytic features of the theory of holomorphic functions of one complex variable.The search for an approach better adapted to algebraic requirements, e.g. the inclusionof the classical theory of polynomials, led to developing, over the last fifteen years,a new function theory. Born in the quaternionic setting, the theory of slice-regular
functions, also called slice analysis, has been then extended to the octonions, to theClifford algebra setting, and more generally to real alternative *-algebras.The articles [1, 2, 5–14, 16, 18, 19, 21–23, 42, 46] deal with the theory of slice-regular
functions of one variable. In [4, 49, 51], a novel approach to the theory of slice-regular
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functions of several variables has been proposed, based on the theory of several complexvariables and on the construction of a family of commuting complex structures on R2n .We now give some more details about the main results concerning slice analysis. Thepaper [22] developed a theory of slice regular functions over an arbitrary real alternative*-algebra. We proved a version of the Fundamental Theorem of Algebra valid for a largeclass of polynomials with coefficients in the algebra, thus unifying known and unknownresults over, e.g., the quaternions, the octonions and Clifford algebras. Further algebraicaspects of the theory have been developed in [11,13].In [19] a characterization of slice-regularity in terms of analyticity, i.e. of convergentdevelopments in series of functions, was given. The paper [14] studied singularities ofslice-regular functions in the general *-algebra setting. The articles [1, 16, 21] proved
Cauchy integral formulas in slice analysis.In [42, 45], some meeting points between the two quaternionic/Clifford function the-ories, the one defined by means of Fueter/Dirac differential operators and the one ofslice-regular functions, were investigated. In particular, in [42] some new formulas re-lating the Cauchy-Riemann operators, the spherical Dirac operators and the sphericalderivative of a slice function have been found. In the four-dimensional case, these re-sults are related to zonal harmonics and to the Poisson kernel of the unit ball. Theseformulas have been applied in [5] for the study of eigenvalue problems with applicationsto time-harmonic Helmholtz and stationary Klein-Gordon equations.The papers [6, 7] dealt with differential topological properties of slice-regular func-tions. Through the study of their Jacobian, sense-preserving properties and versions ofthe Open Mapping Theorem are proved. These results open the path for a possible useof slice regular functions in the study of almost-complex structures in four and eightdimensions.The papers [15, 20, 43, 44] dealt with applications of the theory of slice and slice-regular functions to the quaternionic functional calculus and to the spectral theory ofoperators on quaternionic Hilbert spaces. These new developments have possibly ap-plications to Mathematical Physics (mathematical foundations of Quantum Mechanics).
PhD supervisionsI have been the advisor of the PhD thesis of Amedeo Altavilla (“Quaternionic SliceRegular Functions on Domains Without Real Points”, 2014), now Associate Professor atUniversity of Bari, formerly post-doc researcher at Università Politecnica delle Marcheand Roma Tor Vergata.I am currently the PhD advisor of Giulio Binosi (XXXVI cycle), who is the recipientof a Research fellowship (Assegno di ricerca) of the MIUR project “Dipartimenti diEccellenza” for the PhD school in Mathematics in Trento.I have been member of the Examination Board for the defence of PhD-theses at theUniversities of Ghent and Florence.
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Publication List
Alessandro Perotti
All my recent publications are available on arXiv.
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Preprints
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Articles in books
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Communications at conferencesI attended several conferences, summer schools and workshops, in Italy and abroad,giving (also invited) communications. In particular, in the last years I delivered thefollowing talks:• NTQO, Leiria, 2023: An alternative Fueter Theorem on octonions and Clifford
algebras• ICCA13, Holon 2023: A local Cauchy integral formula for slice-regular functions• ”Incontro Nazionale di Analisi Ipercomplessa”, December 18-20, 2022 at Universityof Florence: Wirtinger operators for functions of several quaternionic variables• “Recent progress in HyperComplex analysis and geometry”, September 10-11,2020 at Politecnico di Milano (via Zoom): Mean value formula and Poisson formula
for slice-regular functions• HAMS, Weimar 2020: On some geometrical properties of slice-regular maps• 12th ISAAC Congress, Aveiro 2019: An Almansi-type decomposition for slice-
regular functions on Clifford algebras.• Joint meeting UMI-SIMAI-PTM, Wroklaw, 2018: The analytic structure of the
singular set of a slice-regular function• ”Function Theories in Higher Dimensions”, Tampere 2018: The quaternionic Gauss-
Lucas Theorem and some related results about quaternionic polynomials• ICCA11, Ghent 2017: Left and right eigenvalues of quaternionic matrices are not
unrelated.• Workshop AGACSE 2015, Barcelona: Slice regularity and harmonicity over Clif-
ford algebras.• WORKSHOP 2015 Varietà reali e complesse: geometria, topologia e analisi ar-monica - Pisa SNS: Funzioni slice-regolari e armonicità• FIRB Meeting Firenze 2015: Global differential equations for slice-regular func-
tions.• IX ISAAC Congress, Krakow 2013: Continuous slice functional calculus in quater-
nionic Hilbert spaces.• ICNPAA Wien 2012 - Workshop “Clifford algebras, Clifford analysis and theirapplications”: Slice regular functions of several Clifford variables.• VIII ISAAC Congress, Moskow 2011: Slice regular functions in several variables
on real alternative algebras.• ICCA9, Weimar 2011: The full Dirac operator on a Clifford algebra.• INdAM Workshop “Different Notions of Regularity for Functions of QuaternionicVariable”, Roma 2010: Slice regularity and Fueter regularity: a 3D-meeting point
for two function theories.
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• 18th International Conference on Finite or Infinite Dimensional Complex Anal-ysis and Applications, Macau 2010: Zero sets of polynomials and slice regular
functions on Clifford algebras.• VII ISAAC Congress Imperial College London 2009: A new approach to slice reg-
ularity on real algebras.

Conferences organization• Recent Progress in HyperComplex Analysis and Geometry - University of Trento(Trento, September 2024).• Workshops of Hypercomplex Analysis and Geometry - University of Trento (Trento,September 2018).• Member of the Scientific Committee of the Workshop INdAM “Complex functiontheory, its generalizations and applications” (Rome, September 12-16 2016).• 3rd Workshop of Hypercomplex Analysis - University of Trento (Trento, December2011).
Research Groups and grantsI am a member of the group GNSAGA of INdAM. I have been associated to TIFPA-INFN(Bell Project “Fundamental Problems in Quantum Physics”) (see [15, 20, 43, 44] for thisresearch topic). I am a member of the ISAAC interest group on Clifford and Quaternionicanalysis.I took part in several co-financed projects COFIN, PRIN, FIRB of MIUR/MUR:

• Progetto di Ricerca INdAM, Teoria delle funzioni ipercomplesse e applicazioni• PRIN 2017: Real and Complex Manifolds: Topology, Geometry and Holomorphic
Dynamics• PRIN 2015: Real and Complex Manifolds: Geometry, Topology and Harmonic
Analysis• FIRB 2012: Geometria Differenziale e Teoria Geometrica delle Funzioni• PRIN 2010/11: Varietà reali e complesse: geometria, topologia e analisi armonica• PRIN 2007: Proprietà geometriche delle varietà reali e complesse• PRIN 2005: Proprietà geometriche delle varietà reali e complesse• PRIN 2002: Proprietà geometriche delle varietà reali e complesse• PRIN 2000: Strutture speciali sulle varietà complesse. Azioni di gruppi e algebre
su varietà• PRIN 1998: Strutture speciali sulle varietà complesse. Azioni di gruppi e algebre
su varietà
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Other scientific activities• I am a reviewer for MathSciNet of AMS and a referee for several internationaljournals.
• I am a member of the Doctoral School committee of the Doctoral School in Math-ematics of the University of Trento.
• I served as Vice Head of the Doctoral School for three years (2015-2018).

Trento, April 5, 2024
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